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the daily life of a private soldier, detailing both the violence of battle and the mundaneness of life on the front.Â At the time, Prague was
part of the Austro-Hungarian Empire, and Kafka wrote in German. He is now regarded as one of the most influential literary figures of
the 20th century, and the adjective â€œKafkaesqueâ€ â€“ meaning nightmarishly complex and oppressive â€“ is taken from the themes
of his works.Â Donâ€™t expect this novella to get any less nightmarish from thereon in. 8. Berlin Alexanderplatz by Alfred DÃ¶blin
(1929). A photo posted by L.-J. "Luchino" Panbello (@panbello) on Jul 30, 2014 at 1:43pm PDT. In German novellas of the 18th through
the 20th centuries, authors have found a space to explore and dramatize what Goethe once termed "unheard-of events" (unerhÃ¶rte
Begebenheiten), from war stories to murder mysteries to Gothic and fantastic narratives.Â The course will take a multi-disciplinary
approach to understanding the complex and often contradictory forces which shaped the post-war Germanies.Â Linguists, language
educators and researchers of literature and culture conduct discourse analysis for aÂ GERM-540 Gender and Postcolonial Perspectives
in German Literature (Max Kade visiting professor Dr. Andrea Geier).

